
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
lead advisor. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this
is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for lead advisor

Serve as ambassadors of culture within the team, promoting strong
communication and a collaborative team dynamic, celebrating successes of
team members and students, sharing best practices (and learnings from our
mistakes,) and exuding our Service and Support Brand Behaviors
Providing direct, open, and honest feedback to advisors to promote their
success and to identify areas of opportunity for improvement
Lead and manage the recruiting process in the identification, assessment and
nurturing of external and internal talent using creative, proactive, cutting
edge recruitment methods
Develop relationships and elicit clear requirements for positions within a set
of dedicated business units/Talent Acquisition functional areas
Fully understand job requirements/needs for open positions
Provides any needed coaching on interviewing techniques
Sources or directs sourcing efforts to develop a pool of qualified
applicants/candidates for each assigned open position
Screens candidates and applicants
Ensures all appropriate documentation is maintained in employee file through
hiring process
Directs a sourcing strategy through colleges, trade schools, community
agencies, professional groups and organizations and other recruiting sources
to ensure staffing goals and priorities are being met
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Identifies issues and solves complex problems directly related to the broad
implementation of HR specific tools and processes
Oversees and co-ordinates the delivery of HR solutions to the business
Leads teams on project management, business rules analysis and
development, product development and service delivery
Identifies opportunities and/or implements business solutions to meet
business needs
Collaborates with enterprise partners to facilitate the development of
business rules, requirements and artifacts
Performs duties of Business Advisor I, acts as back-up to manager, and
mentors less-experienced Business Advisors


